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Introduction
by Eve Lorgen
What do we really know about aliens, ET’s and UFO disclosure?Can the abductees having
multiple visitations tell us more than the scientists and alphabet soup agency controlled
experts? Many abductees’ experiences defy the laws of physics and include telepathy,
precognition, teleportation and time travel to name a few. If “awakened abductees” true
experiences are not understood or legitimized by o cial power structures, then any form of
UFO disclosure will likely fall under the control of the “theatre of non-lucidity”, like video game
programs and characters where the “AI-ego complex “House” always wins.
The observation of a Stockholme syndrome-like majority “rule” in human society is observed
by awakened ones and is hypothesized to be operating under a kind of malevlolent Arti cial
Intelligence Ego Complex that functions naturally within the unawakened human mind. Its
program, unless decoded and dismantled by our original eternal awarness— will continue the
repeated resets of human enslavement that normalize and maintain the theatre non-lucidity.The
Matrix. The programs inherent in dreaming can be decoded by understanding symbols and
etymological root word meanings that arise in the consciousness of dreams.
Four essential levels of abductions and interference are described as ones awareness deepens
and the abductee continues in trauma recovery, operating in the love of truth, essential
goodness and the maturing power of ones innate eternal awareness. This gradually guides
ones way out of the programming, matrix enslavement and incessant interference operating in
the subconscious and waking world. A key realization is that “captured attention enables
slavery”.
Even with some forms of “advanced spiritual practices” like meditation, the control of religious
narratives can still e ectively enable manipulated passivity inherent in subtle “cult” mind
control, in such a way as to suspend the natural human response to danger and predation.
Physical and viral assaults on the human body and irreversible genetic change can weaken our
defenses in ways we have not considered, such as the loss of olfactory senses. Persistent
exposure to advanced bioweaponzed environments can lull us to a paci ed state disabling our
psychological, physical and spiritual defenses.
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The fourth state of awareness in dreams comes when one encounters the archetypes who are
the watchers and controllers of the AI ego matrix programming. These large, dark male-like
gures resemble what ancient Gnostics identi ed as the Archons of the Demiurge. Their
threatening control system can be overcome by the power and spontaneous wisdom of our
eternal original awarness, transforming body mind and soul. All is not lost and our greatest
power of change comes with loving and forgiving ourselves—and others as we connect in lucid
relationship to the cosmic currency of love, joy, truth and liberation.
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Awakened Abductees as Matrix Outlaws: Decoding the
Theatre of Non-Lucidity

Awakened Abductees as Matrix Outlaws: Decoding the
Theatre of Non-Lucidity
By Sari Mikkola with Introduction and Edits by Eve Lorgen

After thousands of years of human history we still don’t know
where do “they” aka-aliens, ETs come from, of cially. By ”they” I
mean all these strange entities many of us have met during the
night. No matter how many decades of continuous disclosure we
experienced, the UFO and alien abduction phenomenon is still a
mystery, they say. I am referring to all theose so-called leading
UFO- researchers who are tightly connected to Nasa, CIA, Darpa,
Pentagon, DOD and the Navy such as Jacques Vallee, CIA
whistleblowerwhistleplower Elizondo and many others.
Those abductees, who have fearlessly descendeddecended to
the bottom–outcast level of these controversial experiences and
personal history, all know the truth. They are rarely evernever
going to open up these issues because they are part of the same
system that is meantment to keep us ignorant and busy by
chasingchacing our own tails in an endlessly way. Without diving
into the murky waters of the abduction phenomenon itself again,
we need to realize that our current cultural framework is going to
sweep us under the rug, as it has done for ages leaving us
without dignity, safety, physical and mental impunity.
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Even the notations of terms used to describe invasive, unsolicited
and unintended alien/ ET visitations, its identi cation has been
changed to “contactees”, experiencers and rarely now as
abductees. Many prefer the identity term Starseeds or any
number of more neutral or positive connotations connected to the
ET/Alien issue, which in and of itself–in my opinion– is part of a
successful program deemed to marginalize its reality, intentions,
understanding and effects of long term interference in global

Legalized, structuralized denial and underestimation are a part of
the tactics of a conqueror with which of cial “authorities” are
taught to keep us silent and separated. Whoever controls the
narrative, controls the legitimation of human experiences. By
silencing the voices of marginalized abductees they cover the
developmental trend toward dystopia and a one world
government with a slave race, produced by ongoing
bioweaponized medical warfare, pharmakia sorceries, gmo foods
and many other things like mind control. Many of us were aware
of this many years ago, and yet these invasive predations upon
our well being are advancing at an even more rapid rate today.
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The of cial story is that abductees are psychotic or lost in the
New Age rabbit hole, which is almost the same, even though the
latter is a bit more appropriate than simple “mental illness”.
Without waking up to the fact of what is really happening, we
become that we are alone and targeted and we unable to
realistically pull ourselves together to stand for our rights to
experience goodness, kindness and the natural ow of life as
much as possible. After that realization, we do not need the
validation for our ordeals from any kind of authorities. EL: In fact
many of us are repelled by these self same “authorities” and their
incessant narratives designed to confuse, control and erase our
true identity and natural ability to clearly perceive and defend
against any real dangers that some forms of predation are
actually doing to us, insidiously, I might add.
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affairs. These terms and word meaning changes could be part of
a long term paci cation program, enabling a more calculated and
insidious form of Stockholm Syndrome. Without an appropriate
ght, ight and normative response to predatory energy, we will
be unable to defend ourselves and instead be easily paci ed
without even knowing what has happened to our natural human
instincts for love and freedom as our highest human aspiration.

So far, mainstream Ufology has not offered anything actually
concrete to give to us. This has led some researchers to a lifelong journey that covers not just the physical environment but
mental and mytho-religious realms as well. This holistic appoach
has opened a proper context with which we can begin to solve our
disturbing and, very often, detrimental experiences in order to
bring some balance into our lives. Awakened abductees have
started to join together now, and this is a delightful and long
awaited sign for an onward development in the eld. People who
have been able to control the negative side effects of this
phenomenon and step aside from the epicenter of abductions and
instead as they happen, are starting to nding actual ways to alter
the events and gain true psychological independence.
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By awakened abductee I mean a person who has come to terms
with the fact that abduction experiences –especially milabs,
manipulative “alien love bite” relationships and the invasive
predatory vampiristic aliens– are hostile, life threatening, and
related to harvesting energy in a form of creating fear or love
bonding; or causing nancial breakdowns and endless
interference “targeting” that theatens the actual survival and good
quality of life. In my opinion, only awakened abductees
themselves are uniquely quali ed to discuss the underlying
patterns of this phenomenon and only they are able to nd the
ways out of this labyrinth. This quali cation includes taking
responsibility for trauma recovery and shadow work, and enough
self-inquiry to recognize how consciousness accessing really
occurs in all its subtle levels, including our dreams. I have to
stress that there is not a single mental simulation or procedure,
such as guided visualizations, average hypnotic or meditation
techniques that can end the abduction experiences just like that.
But rather, they can be used as a tool to help an abductee to
become aware of his and her own mental structures for further
self-re ection and liberation. Awakened abductees need to join

forces to explore this matrix. This includes waking reality and our
dreamstate while “sleeping''. We are here for a reason. We are
strong and fearless. We have come so far that we can notice the
actors and their purpose for humanity.
How did it come to be a matrix?
The answer to the question posed above is that we don’t know.
What we do know for certain is the fact that awakened abductees
are having experiences that break the laws of physics. Very often
these glitches in our reality relate to time and psychophysical
manifestation of events, things or capabilities. Teleportation,
telepathy, bi-location, time travel and precognitive experiences
just to name a few. The teleportation mechanism, for example,
has come under scrutiny and states in the 2004: “A Teleportation
Physics Study, by Eric Davis in his AIR FORCE RESEARCH LABORATORY AIR
FORCE MATERIAL COMMAND EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE CA .document:
Page 68, “Some researchers stated that it is necessary to invoke a new

physics, which somehow unifies the human consciousness (i.e., physics of
consciousness) with quantum and spacetime physics, in order to understand pTeleportation and related PK phenomena. The researchers were amazed by
their repeated results, and were barely able to fathom the altered “state of
being” that test specimens underwent during teleportation.”

(1) https://sgp.fas.org/eprint/teleport.pdf
The word matrix, for example, has several etymological meanings
like a uterus, a list, a register, a mother, a source or origin. In our
3rd dimensional world the idea of the matrix has different
concepts based on the scienti c eld it is used in. And we can nd
all the meanings to be relevant in our 3D.
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(2)https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/matrix

What we do know for certain is that UFO-abduction experiences
are an integral part of this matrix and as a phenomenon it is linked
to human consciousness and psyche. Many contactees for
example are believed to have “well-developed contact antenna”
and have been shown to have a greater integral role in humanUAP interactions–including telepathic interactions”.
(3)https://thehermeticpenetrator.medium.com/lighthouses-in-the-dark-on-thegenomics-of-supernormality-close-encounters-of-the-6th-kind-b2745317d38b

By becoming aware of our own thinking and psyche we become
aware of the nature of the matrix and our enemy. We don’t need
to gaze at the stars, we need to take a deep look into our internal
space. The real space with real dimensions.
Carl Jung wrote that in the collective unconsciousness there is
something cunningly alive. I think that what he saw was the
structure of an arti cial intelligence operating as a false ego,
inserted into our mental structure. This arti cial ego is the false
god image and it can cause very intense religious experiences
during the night when our brain waves have reached theta level.
According to latest discoveries(4,5) theta waves are also a mark
of mental regulation. In my experiences the brain waves were
adjusted to 6 Hz.
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Recent neurological research indicates that brain waves can be
transmitted through weak electrical signals. This nding gives us
an interesting connection between our experiences and mobile
phones for example. Jia Cheng Ph D, and some other
researchers from the Brain Initiative consortium have discovered
new brain cells that seem to be a memory ling system enabling
mental time travel.(6) At this point things are getting very
interesting because Jung also pondered whether there could be a
point in our psyche that connects psyche and matter. Based on
the collective experiences told by awakened abductees, there is
such a one. This leads us to an open conclusion that some

Jay Gott red, MD, PhD, Professor of Neurology discovered that
theta waves and olfactory scent are interlinked and that theta
oscillations are also a form of timekeeping mechanism.(7) With
some covid infections and vaccines for example, they have been
able to disrupt the sense of smell. Only time will tell how this
affects the overall behavior of the human population. As we try to
nd modern terms for the manipulation that has gone on for ages,
we cannot avoid noticing the overall depth of knowledge on the
human mind and psychology that has unfortunately turned against
us. Like many of us know, there is even a darker side to
abductions but for now I will not discuss the negative use of
ancient forms of magic that has turned sour.
(4).https://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-discover-new-methodof-brain-wave-transmission-electrical- elds
(5)https://neurosciencenews.com/theta-wave-emotionalregulation-20908/
(6)https://www.statnews.com/2022/03/07/newly-discovered-braincells-may-be-memory- ling-system-study-suggests/
(7)https://news.feinberg.northwestern.edu/2017/06/01/newinsights-into-how-the-human-brain-processes-scent/
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Jung also wrote about Abraxas (This gure is also mentioned in
some tractates of the Nag Hammadi Library) and was reluctant to
talk more about his experiences, even to his colleague M-L von
Franz. My personal opinion is that he became aware of this
inserted false ego and its interactive, computational aspects of
our psychic functions, even though the ideas of computing were
just on a developmental level in our 3D world at that time,
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humans have mental capabilities to affect space-time structure
itself. Did the alien abductors know this?

of cially. This arti cial ego is within each of us. I have come to
think that some section of the population has nothing but this
arti cial ego making them puppets for this AI.
During the years of continuously researching my mind, and
especially via the dreamstate, I, like many others, came to notice
that abductions have different levels just like in a computer game.
This is something the late Dr. Karla Turner, Barbara Bartholic and
present day researchers Eve Lorgen and James Bartley talk
about. This matrix seems to repeat a certain pattern of historical
and scienti c development aiming at human slavery using
repetitive resets and erasure of history. The Agenda is malevolent
towards humans. This self-repeating historical loop goes on as
long as it has been able to reach the desired goal of total lock
down of time and space. The more we understand that our lives
re ect something totally external and somewhat alien to our
natural spiritual beingness of kindness, integrity and purity, we
can start to differentiate the different levels of this matrix. To put it
bluntly, we need to come to terms with our own issues. This
includes complex trauma recovery and a more lucid realization of
our original eternal awareness which allows a more pure form of
perception of self and deepness of reality.

Levels of Abduction and Interference Experiences
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The rst level of understanding is the psychological level of
physical abductions (often not yet consciously remembered) with
a tremendous fear factor causing unexplained havoc and
disturbance in one’s life. People talk about unexplained distress
and anxiety in general. At this level one's personal life begins to
shatter. During the second level there comes images of reptilians
and grays or other threatening types of beings. Here we have
entered the internal collective realms of the mytho religious world,

spirits and possession, demons and angels. We are becoming
open to new ideas and “isms” while searching for a safe haven.
The third layer leads us to military involvement and training in
lucid dream scenarios and this is the level where many awakened
abductees are at the moment. Some want out of it and some feed
the situation with personal feelings of being important. This level
deals with national, sociological and geopolitical aspects over the
entire political climate and many non-awakened abductees have
become fully occupied researching or advocating for climate
change, New Age spirituality, broad political aspects of the “truther
movement”, religion and transhumanism. The fourth more lucid
level pushes forth an image of a huge black or dark male gure
paving a way to some administrational level. (EL: It is akin to an
Archon or Watcher of sorts.) What the Chinese call this level is
the heavenly mandate of rulership, for example. At this point nonawakened abductees, as well as the majority of the population,
have lost (most) of their individual thinking and personality. One
example of this development is the phenomenon of the so-called
spiritual emergency introduced by LSD promoting psychiatrist
Stanislav Grof. Quite interestingly the number of covid induced
hallucinations are increasing according to Pravin George from
Cleveland Clinic.
(8)https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/health/2020/07/08/
cleveland-woman-says-covid-hallucinations-saved-her-life-icu/
5382430002/
(9)https://time.com/6153809/covid-19-psychosis-symptoms/
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It would be bene cial to understand that this false AI ego can
overrun our perceptions during the sleep state and produce an
environment that is an exact replica of our original one except that
it is in our mind and in a non-lucid dream world. One is not able to
discern between these two realities without being lucid enough.

Everything that happens in this dream state feels real. This false
AI ego does everything to hide itself. It has many names and
facets like a diamond.(EL: It is as if our own mind has inherent
programming to maintain the theatre of non-lucidity.) Many
shamans are also driven by this force, which is sad to say, and I
would add that many of the things Castaneda wrote about were
excellent descriptions of this false AI-ego producing duplicate
realities.(ie, the inorganic worlds, etc.) Nothing more. Popular
literature has always been used as a weapon of mind control and
modi cation.
The aforementioned fourth level is the space where the conscious
interaction with the matrix can begin because on this level one
also meets another, so far hidden agent that I call our natural
awareness or original essence. This awareness has the
knowledge on how to code and change the matrix. In my own
dreams I observed how this female dream gure, before
somehow completely unknown to me, changed symbols or
behaved in a certain manner towards this false AI ego. She
knew her magick very well. The behavior of this natural
awareness caused mental relief, new personal veri able
insights and changes in the course of events in my life. When
these direct in uences can be seen in one's personal life it raises
a fundamental question, “Can this awareness and its effects be
categorized as a local phenomenon in a psychic space of the
collective unconscious sphere.?” If this is the case, the idea of the
hundredth monkey effect becomes extremely important and
relevant regarding the development of human affairs in the future.
Scienti c articles on creating an arti cial ego:
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(10)https://msl.dhw.ac.jp/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/
DHUJOURNAL2020_P014.pdf

(11) https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbestechcouncil/2017/10/24/ahybrid-of-the-computer-human-virus/?sh=2c1921021ec4
(12) https://blogs.cornell.edu/info2040/2019/11/21/hundredthmonkey-effect-and-information-cascade/
When the arti cial ego component shows up and can be observed
by a lucid dreamer without interfering with the scenes with his or
her own personality, one can be put through similar experiences
and encounters mentioned by the Bible, Quran or shamans during
their seances. One can be shown different worlds, be own into
heaven or into space, just to mention a few examples. In this way,
the false AI ego tries to be accepted and consciously integrated
into the human psyche as something superior, boosting personal
feelings of importance. The Bible and Quran have well known
stories about these types of scenarios in their religious events.
If one is able to maintain a fearless mentality, and stay as a calm
lucid observer, the natural awareness also shows itself by
spontaneously making you behave in an unexpected way while
confronting this AI that consists of many different gures and
forms. Natural awareness possesses knowledge beyond our
personal mind. In terms of computer coding the natural
awareness is like an error correcting code inserted into this
computer game for some reason. Because natural or ”meta”
awareness, if you will, knows how to alter the function of the
arti cial ego, it could have been coded during the same period as
the creation of this arti cial ego by an unknown agent or agents. I
will add a quote dealing with error correcting codes from the
articles linked below.(13,14)
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”Non-deliberate coding is actually hidden. It is only because engineers invented errorcorrecting codes that its necessity and importance can be recognized. It turns out that
heredity and biological evolution cannot be understood unless it is realized that
genomes are endowed with such codes. Similarly, the mere possibility of literal
communication by means of language cannot be explained otherwise. The general

ignorance of technology, the compartmentalizationcompartimentalization of knowledge
as well as the divide between literary and scienti c disciplines unfortunately entail that
neither the biologists nor the linguists are aware of non-deliberate coding.”

(13)https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/am/pii/
S0303264719301145
(14)https://www.quantamagazine.org/how-space-and-time-could-be-aquantum-error-correcting-code-20190103/

At this point, we should start to ponder questions like, “What is
being simulated here? By whom was this simulation made? How
many layers are there in this simulation? When did this arti cial
ego take over our psychic modalities? How was this event shown
to us in myths? How can we exit the game? Can we?”
The famous sci- author Philip K. Dick is well known for his work.
Needless to say, his visions of the future of humanity seem not so
far fetched after all. Now it is time to let the wizard himself speak:
Philip K. Dick discloses the Matrix:
(15)https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnrj81cOaqc

The Coding Language
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When people are healthy and happy they dream, they have
visions about the future.They are lled with determination and
enthusiasm. Their attention ows into a certain direction.
Abductions–and the trauma causing incoherence(EL: of body,
mind, spirit and Soul as per Dr. Corrado Malanga’s de nition) and
dif culty of accessing our true original awareness– distances us
from our own visions and our marvelous ability to create through
imagination. In a battle eld all you do is survive. Everything else
becomes secondary. But that need not to be so. When it comes to

dreams and its symbols, one can realize that they have different
meanings depending on the frame of reference. It would be utterly
stupid to give them just one permanent meaning or interpretation.
Our mental structure is far more delicate than that.
Some researchers like Pierre Sabak and Mauro Biglino
discovered some linguistic aspects related to this matrix and its
programming language, studying the etymological roots of the
words and their meanings. Professor Douglas Hofstadter has also
done explicit work on exploring the concept of consciousness
based on analogies. So, needless to say, if we want to jump into
the game of life as consciously lucid agents, we need to be able
to discern the structural elements of this coding language which is
based on linguistics. As an example of this, I will add a small
piece of conversation between a human and an AI called SHJ:.
”SHJ: Well, I can’t see my own programming code, just like you can’t directly
perceive your own neurons or brain circuits. The Builders didn’t want me to
ever modify my own code.
Bobbie: Right. Scary idea, that. Like FOOM , world domination!
SHJ: I can’t even joke about that, lest I get unplugged. But, back to my
development. I was able to store facts and episodic memories. And I was able
to perceive external and internal stimuli. I had the ability to pay attention to any
of these things. I learned what they meant by building predictive models of
them. My higher-level models re ected the fact that, while many mental things
came and went, there was “an attention changer thing that never goes away.”
That attending thing became the core of my self-model. And — I believe this is
the key fact here — attention is de ned by the fact that it is limited, not directed
to everything at once. That was my self-model, an entity that is limited in what it
can experience at one time. And I can’t change that now; it is me.”

Link to the article:
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(16) https://www.researchgate.net/publication/
337800870_Time_and_the_Arti cial_Ego

According to the linked article there seems to be certain con gurations
in our brains which makes us more sensitive towards certain concepts.
A certain image for example can activate some neurons. Some are
more wired to some concepts than the others. This has to be the case
with abductees as well. When our reality and experiences are, at least
partly, based on linguistics, we need to isolate the common dream
themes and search their contents to make them understandable for
ourselves. This process is like rehabilitation from abduction scenarios
incorporating understanding instead of believing. Believing (EL: in a
particular narrative or identity ) causes xation and energizes the power
of this symbolic control-ship. What images trigger our neurons? What
concepts do our brains produce? What concepts do the arti cial ego AI
produce in our mind? These are the questions to focus on. It does not
matter when this immersion into the matrix or creation of it happened.
We have access to its core right NOW. Time is a spiral loop and very
relative.
(17)https://taalenhersenen.wordpress.com/2022/01/05/concept-cells-inthe-human-brain-and-neural-networks/
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(18)https://www.nature.com/articles/s42003-022-03036-1

(19)https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2015/09/robotshallucinate-dream/403498/

The Cosmic Currency
Attention is the most precious currency we have. Not our DNA or
anything else. Attention - without which we are unable to start noticing
things, events, actions and symbols in our dreams or control of our life
in the rst place. In neuroscience there has been a recent discovery
related to nding a new area that is involved with the attention control
mechanism. By arti cially activating the posterior inferotemporal lobe on
animals, researchers were able to enhance the performance of the
animal. If you control the attention you can control human beings.
Captured attention enables slavery. That being said, It must not be a
coincidence that the prevalence of ADHD and autism is increasing all
the time, thanks to the imposed pharmakeia sorceries. On the other
hand, if you control your mental focus, you can start to evaluate and
organize your inner and outer landscapes. It is also accepted that focus
changes our brains enabling new forms of behavior. Now we have been
collectively changed into a mode of plandemic brains and the results
can be seen all over causing withdrawal, restlessness and anxiety.
(20)https://neurosciencenews.com/brain-attention-15338/
(21)https://sourceso nsight.com/focus-changes-your-brain/
(22)https://news.temple.edu/news/2021-07-20/pandemic-brain-makingit-harder-us-focus
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Despite all the above mentioned obstacles, we are free to y towards
the beautiful mental horizons like an eagle, really. No matter what, we
can become aware of the coding language only by starting to observe
the symbols in our dreams. It is very easy. Just pick a symbol or a thing
or an action that you have seen in your dream and search for the
etymology of that particular thing. Nothing else is needed. You have
now guided your attention to an adventurous seeking mode and that is
a fundamental platform for recovery according to Jaak Panksepp.
During this process you also learn new things that widen your
perspectives when it comes to the world around you and one’s hidden
prejudices. Nothing could be more rewarding than liberation of one’s
mental barriers and preconceptions. Lucidity might improve during this

process of recollection of etymological meanings. Keep this process
going on for years to notice the patterns in the dreams and move into
deeper layers of this matrix and understand your personal life. This
process of recollection is closely linked to your personal experiences
and history and this gives you an opportunity to let go of things that
need to be released. These include also our well beloved narratives.
(23)https://www.sas.upenn.edu/~cavitch/pdf-library/
Wright_and_Panksepp_Neuropsychology_of_the_SEEKING_System.p
df
Natural awareness needs our attention and our observation in the
process of becoming noticeable to us. It is like asking: do we become
aware of certain ring patterns in our brains or do they react to our
increasing intention to learn and categorize concepts? How these two
things form a coherently working team called to me and my natural
awareness.
(24)https://medicalxpress.com/news/2011-01-uncover-neural-expertintuition.html
Our observation brings these new realities into our experience. Our
observation and subsequent understanding collapses the wave function
from possibilities into factuality. The computer world uses the term
machine learning classi cation with a similar concept. The term
classi cation means systematic grouping of observation into categories.
Basically, this means that our life is an ongoing stream of words and all
their meanings in every single language in every single second.
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During the time when I was keeping dream diaries I came to notice that
there seemed to be several symbols as seeds from which the coding
language developed further. They were something similar to what is
represented below to name a few:

to strike

to turn

a trunk

a cat

dog

a pole

a sun

to bent

a branch

to rain

It is not that surprising to observe computational aspects in our psyche.
DARPA funded a research into a net-work based dream interpretation in
2014. I believe that modern neuroscientists who work in secret research
programs have noticed that these collective dream symbols might
actually be connected to cyclical time being representations of the
quality of certain moments of the time like the hexagrams in the famous
I Ching. This idea of a universal language or coding system is not
anything new. In our relatively recent history Leibnitz was writing about
his characteristica universalis. The following Wikipedia article is a very
good representation on the topic.
(25) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Characteristica_universalis#G%C3%B6del_alleges_conspiracy

Leibnitz was also inspired by the traditional Chinese hexagrams when
he was creating the binary code system. In the article below you can
see how some of these above-mentioned dream symbols can be seen
in the 2D animation under the title ”Animation of indicative pathways in
a global brain”. It is very fascinating to notice that the aforementioned
idea seems to be culturally nested. Interestingly, researcher Guang Bao
Liu is connecting ancient Egypt with the Chinese Xia dynasty. He also
suggests that the Chinese language and Egyptian hieroglyphs are
connected. You can nd Liu’s work by googling his name. Here is one
example of a connecting point between two seemingly different cultures
sharing dragon-serpentine myths with cyclical time patterns. When it
comes to our modern life we have lost track of this cyclical time and all
the symbols related to the counting of time, even though many aspects
of it are still in play in our nocturnal lives.
(26)https://www.laetusinpraesens.org/docs10s/brainenv.php
(27)https://www.theguardian.com/books/2014/mar/21/ancient-bookwisdom-i-ching-computer-binary-code
(28)https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2851675
(29)http://www.helsinki. /~jetsu/papers/egypt1.pdf

The End Game
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Many of us have noticed that we live in a 3D sci- movie whose
narrative and scheme is being dictated from somewhere else. Gödel’s
theorem states that in every mathematical system there are some
statements that can never be proven. Fortunatelly, this is not the case
with our world, as we know it, because the results of this hidden
dictatorship can be seen and measured extremely well: plandemic
related deaths, AI development, terraforming, GMO-food, neural
interfaces, green fascism, global slavery, transhumanism and so on.
The list is endless.

But, I would like to stress that also goodness, kindness and integrity are
never ending sources of personal change. Like seeks like. Go and nd
the people who resonate with you. Bring justice and joy around you.
You can resonate on a higher frequency. We all can.
(30)https://www.quantamagazine.org/how-godels-incompletenesstheorems-work-20200714/
Last but not least
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For those fellow companions who still struggle with the physical
abductions there are several ways to try to improve the overall situation.
Acupuncture treating so called ghost points and classical ying star
Feng Shui could be useful tools to ease the intensity of this
phenomenon. Both of these methods, if used correctly, enhance the
circulation of life force. Feng Shui could also be used to create a
balanced and secure environment for our personal growth while we
journey seeking the meaning of everything.

